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The ntc^nEial advanta es oL h ^lro en ener ^ stora e s Steams for
	
is	 P	 g	 y	 g	 FAY	 s	 Y•i
	1.^	 electrical patiac•r generation is currently Being assessed and^recog-
^:.
	
.--^ • "'"l'	 nizcd by runny independent utilities, institutions; and agQncies.
	t	 These energy storage syst^:ms consist of three major subsystems:
	
^	 __.
production, storage^transmi.ssion, and ut3^.izatioxt. The current
	
.. ^^,	 hydrogen scenarious agree that thnrvugh understanding of a high
	
'	 efficie^rcy, low cost production subsystem is first priority far
^.
this energy storage system. The favored near-term approach is
	
"	 the electrolytic production of hydrogen. An initial attemQt to
^-
	
}`	 understand and model the characteristics of electrolysis cells is
.	 i^.	 the subject of this report.
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efficiency. The model so constructed is tested and thus is used
	 t^'
^..	 i
,,	 to predict cell gerfurrnance characteristics under various conditions.
^'t
;1
^,	 This report attempts to ana7.ayze the inefficiencies encountered
^.
[-	 in electralyzer operation. ^all_owing a discussion of the thermo-
dynamics of electrolysis cel3. operation, current and near future
1i
technology of commareial units is reviewed. Ynformation from
manufacturers is then combined caith some recent research efforts
to farm the basis of a mathematical representation of cell in-
4} ^.
::,-.
.^^ ._..- 3C^, THERMODYNA^ITGS
$rt the electrolysis of water, a current is passed through
an ac^ueaus solution to produce hydrogen and oxygen:
^;
^^0 + elec. energy ---^- I^^ ^- 1/2 a^	 (1)
The electrical energy is thereby converted into chemical energy
ss hydrogen with a change in enthalpy at 25°G and ], atm of
^ A = 68,320 cal./g-mole
`,fie first law of thermodynamics fox asteady-flow system is
Q ^ WS — Q^.^	 (2)
in which
Q ^ heat added to the system
^J& useful work done by the system
For the electrolysis unity the work term is the e^.ectrical energy
input to the cell, and is given by
Gds ^ -- ^ ^ E
	 (3)
^,n which
.« ^r7	 1F
l__..__._.._ ^.____
	 ....
4 E
^^
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Combining equations {2) and (3} gives ^^
E _	 :d H - Q ^ 
^}
'
3? ^ ^ .
F. ^-
i
^'or the present 9 interest lies izc the reversible case (iae. J cell
,
'fi,^^
. operation at thermodyttalitic equilibrium} for which equation (4} ^
^^ becomes
i
^^	 .I ^ ...	 ®H	 Qrev (^}
^
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:^
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Since an electrolysis cell operates isotherr^ally^ from thermodynamics, #
Qrev - TX^S (&)
-`.
So that _	 ;'
ii
rev	 ^ ^ . t
The nu^eratar of equation (7) is simply the change in the Gibbs
. free energy for the reaction ? and at 25°C^ 1 atm i
a G = ^H-Tg^ .S ^ 56^b90 caljgmole f	 =':
The reversible cell potential is then ^	 _
^	 =	 d G (a}
+rev	 ^ ,^	 _ ^
f and at Z5°C^ I atm ^	 ^`
S
-
Ti	 ^ 56^U7O	 = 1 a22J volt$
I	
.
rev 2(23^OT^} s	 _.:`^:
equation ($) may be combined with the Gibbs-He3.mholtz equation
i
f	 ^'^
i-	 `
s c^ T
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''to give
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j _ - T	 d	 ev- Exev f tlC}
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l^ order to integrate this equations the variation of Q H with
temperature is needed. Since d H is also a function pf pressured
tYeis equation is first written 3.n term s of a standard state defined	 .
as purrs components at 1 at[n pressure. Denoting the standard reversible
cell potential as Eo and the standard enthalpy change as ^H° gives 	 ,
Eo ^^ d ^°D ^ T dEo ^ far p ^ Z atan (I1}
ri'^'	 dT
'	 The dEpendence of Eo on temperature can be formulated thermo-
dynamically based an the observed heat of rea'ction 9 dH° . For tine
eZectro^.ysis reaction, the observed heat of reaction expressed
as a voltage is
If the heat capacity of water is taken as 1 cal/gm - °C and that.af
}
the gases H2 and fl2 as 7 cal/g-mole aC (the value for an ideal diatomic
	 ;
•	 gas) them the value of Q^t O /n^' can be expressed as
^ H.° jn^ = 1.4.49 + 1.625 x 14 -^ T
	 {l2)
in which the temperatures T^ is to be expressed in ° I^.
Combining equations (11} and (12)^ integrating and usixtg the vaiva
	
^`
of Eo at 25 ° C (1.229 •volts) gives a relationship between Eo and
	 3
temperature
Eo = 1.449 + (1.877 - 1.625 In T) x 10
-4 
T
aadin w3.th T in oK and (p = ^. arm}	 {l3}
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^nr an electrolysis cell using a KOH solution as'the. electra],yte
t
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the reversible cell patentia3. varies with pressure and KOH concentration
'^	 ^^ according to the Ner^s.t equation
^^ ^ ^ f	 1^2
±{^ ^ Eo +^RTfn `^',	 In	 E'H2	 (P02) (l4} ^^ ^
;1
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''^ Rrev ^ reversible cell paten^ial 9 volts ^ ^'
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.
Ho	 ^ standard reversible cell gotential^ vo^,ts,
:?
^.	 :'
^
,gas given in equation (l3} '- ^.
,.;,
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^,,;
R	 ^ gas constant
:^
--
^^^
s
Y
P	 ^ pressure of H	 produced	 atxnHZ	 2
j
9
3,
^^
V`_
^,:
gQ2 ^ pressure of 0^ produced y at^n.
^..
.:
1a6
^
activitp of water i.n solution
^i20 `!
3
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The activa.ty and pressure contributions ^o the reversible cell
'.
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^ :^ ,,
^	 ^,., potenta.al in equation (l^} may he separated and s^.mplafied to
^
E	 = Ea •^^	 3RT	 lnP - RT In l H 0 (I5} ^ ^
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''since the oxygen and hydrogen are generated at the sa^ae pressure
- (the cell operating pressure, P atm}. With R=1..987 cal/gmalg,-^°/E
this becomes
Erav ^ ^' 444^9 + (.646 In P + 1.877 - 1.625 In T -
4,431 In Gt H20) x IO-^ T	 (16}
It remains to express the activity of water, Q H2C^ in terms of
KOH concentration. Using •the data cf Costa'anal Grimes (refs l)
with x equal to the weight fraction KOH in solution,
Erev ^ 1449 + .646 lnP + 1.877 + 2.7 x 2
- Z4525 In T ] x 14
-4 T	 (l7}
Equation (17} is the desired expression for the reversible cell
potential in terms of pressure, temperature and electrolyte con-
centratl .c^f. An actual electrolysis cell must operate at a cell
potential of at least this values l;t is instructive tc return at
this point to equations {2) and (3) to consider actual. (not
reversible) operation.
Combining equations (2) end (3) gives
For any set of conditions ( '^, T' X) 9 the enthalpy change is fixed
since enthalpy is a state property. 'Ihe cell. potential,
4
:^
^,
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	 Es however, depends upon cell design parameterss approac?^tzng Erev
far swell-designed system. The actual cell potential required
f 	 ^	 is always greater than the reversible cell. potential Corresponding
I	 ^
	
`.	
to the same con^3itions of pressures temperature and electrolyte
	
^^	
^
	^'	 concentration.' For reversible operation, Q is a positive quantityt ^9 j
^'i
over the range of interest since the enthalpy change is greater
^^^-"- "^
	
-. `^	 than the Gibbs free energy changes d ^ ^ which by equation {$)
	
'.^`.^ 	 .
	
^'{•i	 is the same as ^ ^ E. As the operation becvuses wore irrevers%bles
Fa
	
}	 ties cell potential increases thereby decreasing Q. Eventuallys
^::
a, po^,nt is reachEd where Q vanishes and no heat need be added
	
^.^^^	 to the system. This is called thermvneutral operations and by
':	 ^^	 equation (l8)s corresponds to a cell potential.
i
i
fJ;^
i	 .
r
g^ ^
	
4 ^	 (19)
i^J ',^'
in which Et is the thermoneutral ce1.l. potential. For even greater
irreversibility of operation, Q becomes negative. That iss in
3::^
reversible vperat^.on heat is requireds but cell inefficiency leads
	
f	
eventually to operation requiring Gaoling.
I
	
^;,:'	 ^	 ^.
	^^	 Electrolysis cell thermal efficiency is always calculated
	
°^'	 based on a comparison of the actual cell potential with the cell 	 ^	 ,. JE
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The therznoneutral ce11 potentials Et9 is used in prefezence to the	 ^^
revers^.ble cell potentials E,-a,*s since the former represents the	 _	 ,
total energy requirement of the,cell (d H) j whereas the lattez
corresponds to an ^^ ghat portion of the energy requirement which
must be supplied as electrical work and not as heat { ,^]G). This
is evident from equations (S} J {18) and (l9).
Since water enters the system pure and n,ot in combination
with the potassium hydroxide ) 'the 111L value is not dependent upon
KOH concentzati.on. The affect of pressure on L1H for this operation
is rather small and neglecting this leads to the conclusion that
^Ii and Q S^ are equal. Using this in combination with equations
{12} and (l9} leads to
Et ^ 1.449 + 1.625 x 10 ^ T
	
{21)
Equations (2f)) and (21.) may be used to calculate the efficiency of
an electrolysis cell. Since E can be Less than Et 9 the efficiency
can be greater than 100%, but operation in this range has yet to
be demonstrated.
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IIi. RE'VTESd flF CUftREN^ AHD Fti'fURE TEGHIVOZ,^Y 	 '^
^,
'	 IIT A. INTRflWCTIflN	 a
j:F	 ^'
An electrolysis cell for the production of hydrogen 	 ._
from water consists of an eiectrolyte^ usually an aqueous basic 	 ^	 f
salution^ circulating i^etween 'two electrodes. A membrane prevents
	
r	 ={
:he generated hydrogen and oxygen gases from mixings and separates
the cell, into anolyte and catholyte chambers while allowing ion
transfer between the two. In a basic solutions the cathode reaction
3.s
2 H2O -i- 2 e -^---3 H^ -t- 2 flH -
and oxygen is produced at the anode
^,	 2 OIi ---^ l/2 02 + H2{^ -^- Z e	 .
^^^	 ,
;^^
.::
,,
c-^
;'	 The above expressions are overall reactions w^.th no attempt being
=_
,.-.
^"	 made to describe the still u_^settled question of intermediatesa
. ;	 The anode and cathode reactions combine to give a groduction ofL,'.:
1::.
^`	 one mole of hydrogen plus one-halt mole of oxygen from one molej'	 ,
'^::=	 oaf water. A basic solution is used in preference to pure water
i. .
so as Co increase the conductivity of the solution. This could 	 -
1-;
_^'	 also be accomplished using an acidic solution but the corrosioni
F	 ^
problems taauld be more severe.
s `'^
,;..
^^
;.__	 The earliest electrolysis cells were unipolar tank-type cells
L::
z:^	
wherein a single cell could contain several electrodes each of a
s
-'	 -
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... ^;t
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fixed polarityn. The anodes-and cathddes o£ the,: ael^..ax^ separated;
i	
^.
1 by one or more.^emb^artes sa as to prevent mixing aithe hydrogen
,.
.	 and: oxygen uses px:aduce3.;-	 The: most . e ►^ mman present-dsy .cell ^s..
_	 _ ,::	 ^.'
_.^
of the: 'bx.pol.ar ty'Fe. 	 .^xz thss arxangeinent^: . . each eJ.ectrode sues r ^ ",
,,^,,	 ,^,
^..i:, ^	 a dual, r^1,e as .anode and :cathode. 	 That'.:is, the plate ghat serves:. ..
*s
-. .aS,the anode ^Or one ce3,l..also:consti:tutes the cell wall a-tid >. s the
'	 `,..'i ... ;.
_	 c ,'
,.	 -
cathode fob the adjacent ee^.Za .	The: cells are ^aznei3 together-::to
.^	 ^^	
.
^^a^o-:. a pack and . pressed -: .together be^weeri end electrodes wh^.cli
:,	
_
are charged by a direct acsxx eiit. st►urce. ' They zesu]:.t is ,. a = design
..
-	 p2iysca^.].y . resemb].^.n$ a fi2te^ press and 'these units are commonly .
,{ ..	 ..
'.^
- seferrad to as bipolar; fi:Iter press :electrolyzers. 	 Sofh tank^.type
^,
_.
and f.%lter.. press .,designs.. are descri^ied hy : Mantel]. ^xef. 2) .
_^
_	 -	 -.	
-.
,r^
`' _	 Consi:da^ab^.e research wa.s. performed: in the 19b4's on defining -	_
^he^ aperatii^ig characteristics ..a^ mater electrolyzers. 	 The Al1is`on
^D^uisxon of Geriera7:: Moors; .(^e^, 3}..._conducted...a deta^.led .izLvestiga-
' ta.ota o£ the; effects ^ ^f current c[^nsi.^y, :press_uze .arid electrolyte
velocity -oar ce1:1 gerfor►nance . us^.ng 6.N KO}^ .ele, ctroly^e a^: 75° C in a,..
x^
b$polar` fxl^er-press``design. ' ^IieyaJ.so : canduc^ed , tiestxig and evaluate
^ioxt .af u^a.terzaTs far:' elec^raaes and: membrarres^ -as :.par't ;: of. a... s .tud^► ^'
:. -.
ra^xich enco^pa ssed alb;: aspects - of..the_- . design o^ : an en.exgy: depot
,..	
Ye^.ectr.aly.ss system. 	 T^eight azid- tnohilYt .:were.':estab.l^.she,d as -
, -
'	 ^
$mpox^anG criteria 3n this. ^Fesign.	 In car^tract,, the study performed ..
;' ^	 _
-.	
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by A^1is--Chalmers (ref. 4) considered low capital investment as
the primary goal, This latter study was more restrictive best
resulted in technology later apglied cat^mercially by Teledyne
Isotopes. The thermodynamics and economics of the•Al1is-Cheimers
investigation was presented in the classic wark by Costa and
Grimes {ref. 1).
The design and construction of industrial water electrolyzers
was reviewed by Cha^.^man (ref. 5) in 1965. More recently Stuart
(ref. 6) surveyed current operating performance of commercial
units. Gregory's treatise on the hydrogen economy (ref. 7} provides
a good revie:^^ of current and advanced concepts and a mare thorough
review by the same aLthor appears as part of an 4Nft project report
(ref. 8}. Another recent review of water electrolysis was motivated
by the need for an energy storage device (ref. 9). Thz later i.s a
particularly good source for a discussion of the many ways in which
efficiency is defined in describing electrolyzer performance. A
survey of water electrolyzers far oxygen generation has also been
performed (ref. 1Q) for their importance in spacecraft life-support 	
T `^
s ys r ems .
	
r.^
,.
`^
The present summary of currently available and future generation 	 ^^,
:^^
	
'	 electrolyzers has been compiled based on material found in the afore-
.:	 ^;
mentioned reviews together with information received directly from a
::^
^^
'_
•	 _-j
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^^'_9
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_.	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^;
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3 .
few commercial manufacturers of large-scale electrolytiY hydrogen
equipment (refs. ll, l2,	 l3 = 1G^, I5),
.
^
^^^ $. ' ELECTROLYSIS CELL OPERATING PARAMETERS t'
The thermodynamic reversible call potential of an ^^-
electrolysis cell using KOH electrolyte is given xn equation (17j
r
as a function of pressure ? temperature and KQH concentration,
Actual electrolysis cells require a greater cell potential {over voltage)
__. ^
due to the losses which occur in the cell. 	 These losses consist of -
polarization at the electr'odes^ concentration polarization in the
electrolyte solution, and ohmic losses in the cell.
	 `The losses in
the cell depend upon the above mentioned operating parameters to-
gether with such cell design parameters as electrode spacing and `:'^
electrolyte velocity.	 The cell design parameters will be considered
^':i
`"`^
^^
;:	 ^
in a later section of this report. `y^
.^
^^
Electrolyzers are usually operated in the range 70- $5°C with W
operation at the upper end of this range requiring somewhat higher `:^
4	 i:'.:	 7
pressures in order to minimize vaporization of the electrolyte. '`^
,;:
Both from a thermodynamic and kinetic viewpoint, higher operating
Yemperatures are bene-ficiaZ in reduc^.ng ce11 voltage requirements, ^:^:;
`.	 i
and at least one manufacturer (ref. I2j is actively engaged in
,,	 {
r' ` f
.
^^'	 )
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`	 ` ^
developing new matera.als wh^.ch will allow operation at temperatures
4.
t.,,
_
^	
^
above l20°C while maintaining cell integrity.	 '
-
^-	 ^	 ^`
^^` The effect of pressure on cell performance has been investigated -	 ^a^^."
;a
^ ".
-
-^
(refsm 2^ 3 9 4^, l6} with somewhat varying results.
	 The reversible { -
-_
^: increases
^ ^^..,.
^^
thermodynamic cell potential
	 slightly as pressure is
^! increased	 but due to the reduction in bubble volumes there is a
fr
^^:.
ti cosnpensatz .ng reduction in the aver -voltage.	 This point will be
..	 ,;
? discussed in more deta^.l later for the case of solid electrodes,
^`
^-'°
The use of porous electrodes to some extent offsets the effect of
" ^
!`'
"	 ^
bubbles on cell performance but there are structural problems
-
s.
^'
associated with using them at high pressure.
	 It is to be noted ,"^
^^? that Teledyne Tsatopes uses porous electrodes successfully at ;':	 ^^,
Y: r ^	 a
^:`
70 psig. "
;.:;
An important operating parameter wh ych dues not apQear in
^;>
^.,
equation (17} is the current density. 	 Basi^.ally^ the greater the :` ^
^`
^^"
surrent densi.ry, the mare inefficient the cell ° 	Atypical. plot of
^ ^_'
t
^
''
^''
cell efficiency vs current density appe: { rs below:
^,
^^
^'"^
.	 ,
^^*
^:'
^^^- f
s
^,^
,;
a-
E
1Folts
^j - current density
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The first steep portion of this curve is due to activation polar-
3,zation at the electrodes; the steady climbing is a result of
ohmic losses in the ce11; the second steep section indicates the
gpproach to the 1:^? ting current density that is^^ the current
density corresgond^.ng to the maximum mass transfer rate consistent
with the given cell configuration and operating conditions.
_,
,a
The magnitude of the activation polarization term i..s dependent
upon ^iectrode material. 'For large industrial requirements, noble
metals are too expensive. Nickel or nickel-plated steel is commonly
used for the anode due to its availability ' low costs corrosion-
resistance in KOH solution and low activation over-potential char-
acteristics, Electrode performance is improved by increas.ng the
effective surface area} thereby reducing the effective current
density while maintaining cell size and current. All commercial
manufacturers make use of this phenomenon i.n their design.
The predominant effect of electrolyte concentration on c:^ll
.^
potential occurs due to the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte
solution. Therefore the cells using KOH solution as the electrolyte 	 }
^.
generally use 25- 30% by weight KOH, thereby maximizing the co.ductivity
of the solution. electrolyte concentration also effects the rate of
corrosion of cell components as well as the vapor pressure of the
solution. This latter fact is exploited in a static feedwater
design (ref. 17).
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A11. of the operating parameters discussed above affect
cost and in each case 9 a variation to increase the efficiency (and
.r
hence decrease the operating cost} of an electrolysis ce11 also
increases the capital cost {and therefore the fixed cost). be-
pending upon cell configuration and design as well as economic
factors there is then an optimum choice of the operating pars-
,	 meters which minimizes the sum of operating and fined costs.
rho manner in which ' the operating parameters affect cost
has been fairly well established. Higher temperatures increase
efficiency thereby decreasing operating cost but the increased
corrosion rate results in an increased maintenance and replacement
cost. As previously described increasing the. cell pressure
increases the efficiency but again at the e:^pense of increasing
the capital cost because of the thicker wall construction and
safety apparatus required.
^n order to discuss the relationship between current density
and costs it must be made exFlicit as to whether one is concerned
with cost on an annual basis or cost per unit quantity of hydrogen
produced. Considers first of all 9 cost an an annual basis. As
current density is increased operating costs also increase due
to a combination of increascd current and increased cell potential.
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Capital costs don't change and the resulting sum of fixed and	 t;
I
operating costs increases inonotonicaliy with increasing current
;^
'	 i
density. Haw ever ' if cast per unit quantity of hydrogen produced
is considered, an increase in current density still causes an
^,ncrease in the operating costs due to reduced efficiency but 	 r d,F.'.
since the hydrogen generation rate. is proportional to 'the current 	 ^ ^'''
(and hence to the current density) the fixed cost is inversely 	 ^ :^
::.,
.:.:^s
proportional to current density. There is some value of current 	 ``
density which minimizes the sum of these costs.
^:^^
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^^^ C. ELECTROLYSER CORPORATION LTB.
The Stuart Cell manufactured by the Llectrolyser 	 .s^
Corporation is a tank type unit with steel electrodes the anode 	 ';'-
°-,
being nickel plated. T^ opexates at about 160°I' and a pr^assure 	 ^^`'^^
"'
dust exceeding atmospheric (10"WG) using a 2S% ICOH soluti.oi. as the 	 -``.
electrolyte. The cell voltage is 2.04 v and the gow,er consumption
128 kwhr I3C per thousand cubic feet of hydrogen. The size of an
individual cell varies from the 4000 amp unit which produces b3.6
__
ft3 H2Jhr to a 22,000 amp unit producing 349.8 ft3 H2jhr. i.arger	 -
s ^
,,,
requirements are handled by connecting individual cells in series.
Electrolyses also markets packaged hydrogen generators producing 	 'V,^
5	 'A
anywhere from 20 to 1000 cubic feet of hydrogen per houro	 ^;^
1	 5
` {JThe tanlc type electrolyzes has several advantages aver the
-'	 ^..r
bipolar filter press design. It uses fewer less expensive parts 	 ^	 -.,^
:,` ;^` e
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l^i^ ^ 1.505 V
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and since construction is modular repair or replacement of a sing:
cell can be accomplished by simply removing the defective cell via
electzical connections. ^n a filter press type unity the whole unit
trust be disassembled if a single cell diaphra ^n requires replacement.
The tani^ type cell of course also has its disadvantages. Due to
constructions it operates at rather low current densities. and generally
requires greater floor space thsn a bipolar filter press unit. Tank
type cells are also restricted with regard to operating temperature
because of their size.
h...
The cel.'. potential of z.^4 volts at an operating temperature of
70°C for the Stuart cell can be converted into a thermal efficiency
rating with the aid of equations (20} and (21}. S'irst, using equatbn {21}
1.505 x 1^4 = 7470
2.04
The cell potential may also be canpared to the thermodynamic reversible
cell potential given by equation {17};
^	 =]..196 v
rev
calculatucI using; an electrolyte concentration of 2S%. K011. Tlic variation
III Da TELEDYNE xSdT01'ES
The Electra Cell manufactured by Teledyne is a bipolar filter
press type using porous nickel electrodes and 257° KOIi electrolyte at
^,^
	
180°€'. Teledyne manufactuzes these in three sizes the smallest being
hydrogen generators producing between 10.6 and 21.2 cubic feet of
hydrogen per hour. Their intermediate size systems produce between
10.6 and 4240 cubic feet of hydrogen per hour and their electrolysis
plants prcduc^P 2S0 pounds or more of hydrogen per day with a nominal
cell potential of 1.84 v and a current density of 4Q0 amps per square
foot {ar 4300 amps per square meter). Since the current density can
vary^^depending upon the particular use to be made of the electro-
lysis plant, Teledyne sizes their units using a computerized
routine. The variation of required cell potential with current density
for the Teledyne Electra Cell hydrogen plant is shaven in Figure l along
with a similar curve far an advanced cell which Teledyne expects to be
commercial within the next three years.
The cell potential o€ 1,84 volts at 180°^' corresponds to
a thermal efficiency of
;, -..,
^' ^ 1.507	 x I00 = 82°!0
	 ^:,
1.84
where the thermoneutral cell potential of 1.5E17 volts was calculated	 ':`
^:^
using equation (?1). This may be compared with the thermodynamic
	 '_
^:,_.
reversible cell potential given by equation (17} caith 25% KOH at 70 psig
	 -^^'
E	 ^ 1.223 volt:	 -
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Siuce Teledyne builds hydrogen plants to ordex far a
specific application and optimizes these plants using a computer
•	 prvgram^ the current density of the plant will depend upon economic•
factors such as the cost of electricity and the utilization of the
plait. As an examgiey the cast of a 25 ton per day hydrogen plant
w^.th a 100% utilizatxvn rate and a power cost of l0 mills per kilo-
watt-hour is optimized at $6 million with current technology and
$4•.5 million fvz the advanced cell. More expensive electricity would
k .,ry; ^^ ;`y,
_.'
^z	 ^
;:
,.j 	'.
-,j^
,^
^^
mandate more efficient operation {i.e. ? lower current density) which
. ^
would tend to increase these figures. 	 Electricity at 20 mills per :-^	
q:
5
^:`:^ kilowatt hour mould increase these cost figures about tcaenty percent. f''.
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Luigi manufactures a high pressure Zdansky-Lanza cell
which operates at 95°C and 30 atm pressure with an electrolyte con- ;^•
centration of 25 °lo KOli.	 With a cux^zent density of 1900 amps per square ;^	 -
-
meter' the cel'i potential is 1.84 volts. 	 The Zdansky-Lonza cell is of
the bipolar ^C.ilter press type and uses nickel-plated wire gauze electrodes.
H
The variation of tail potential with currenC density far the Luigi cell
is shown in 1'if;+, gyre 1.	 Luigi is also developing a cell with a nominal
current rating of 4000 amps per square meter in an effort to reduce
;;	 .
^^
' capital casts.	 Luigi estimates a cost reduction from l^.Z million dollars y	 -^^
`-
' to 10.7 million dollars fvz a 2S tan per day hydrogen plant us3.ng the -^
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i`	 higher current density. These costs include the electrolyzeri sub-
-	
s^.diary units, and the electrical rectification equipment.
The thermal efficiency of the Zurgi high-pressure cell is
1.509 x l00 = 8Z°I°
where once ag3;n the thermoneutral cell potential was calculated using
equation (21). The thermodynamic revers^,ble cell potential given by
equation (I7) with 25°/° KOH at 30 atm and 95° G is
E	 ^ 1.252 volts
rev
l^Z F. BAMAG VERFABRENS'^ECHD3lK GM^ N
The electrolysis unit marketed by Bamag is a bipolar unit
operating at SO°C with a current density of 2500 amps per square meter. 	 `^
The pressure is essentially atmosgheric with an electrolyte concentration 	 ,`.
of 26°/° KOH. The cell potential for the Bamag cell at the nominal current	 ^	 a.^
_^,..
density is 1.92 volts and the variation of this quantity with current
density is shoran in Fig. 1. Bamag estimates an electrolysis plant
-j.
producing 7.6 tons per day of hydrogen to cost 2.67 million dollars.	 `^``+
':: -S
•	 ^'^^
-;^
The thermal efficiency of the Bamag electrolyzer is, with:	 '^:^
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a thermoneutral cell potential of ]..5D6 volts9
=^;^
,
:^, - 1.5D&	 x 100	 78%
^^^
1.92
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' at^d the thermodynamic reversible cell potential is	 - `
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Bamag is currently conducting research with the aim of producing larger
' ^ '
?f
cheaper modules operating at a higher temperature.
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ITS G,	 NDRSK HYl3R0 VERK$TEDER A-S
-^ --
phis ma^aufacturer supplies a bipolar filter-press electrolyzer
;r
'^'`- which uses a 2510 KDH solution_ at $D°C and a pressure- of about 15 ;^ -
inches WG.	 With a nominal current density of 15DD amps per square
meter s
 the cell potential is Z.$7 volts.
	 The variation cf this y' ^```^
quantity with current density is shown in Fig. 1. 7 '^`^
:^
The thermal efficiency of the Norsk Hydro electrolyzer is i
a -
w i.5D6 x lDD ^ 8l%
Y
S
].. $7 `q y
and the thermodynamic reversible cell potential is
^
;^
,
-
...Erev ^ 1.185 volts a ^^'
r
Norsk IIydro estimates the cost of a 95 ton per day hydrogen plant E
^	 ;'
?^,^
^'^
^ as $39 million.	 No research is currently being cortducted to improve `-^ ;;
efficient	 or reduce costsy
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..	 ^	 ^I^ H. LIFE SYSTi^iS f I\C.
The static feedwater concept developed by fife Systems
under NASA sponsorship was designed as part of a spacecraft waste
reclamation system, According to Life Systems (ref. Z7) this
concept has terrestrial applications.
$asically, static feedwater e^.^ectrolysis is carried
out by transferring the water to the cell as a vapor produced as
a result of a vapor pressure difference between the electrolyte
Solution and the feedwater. The electrolyte solution is supported
in a matrix between catalysed porous electrodes. The electrolyte
is a 35% KOH solution, more concentrated than conventional cells
so as to increase the vapor pressure difference which causes transfer
of water from the feed compartment to the electrolyte. At present
the Life Systems cell is designed to withstand pressures up to
b00 psi and temperatures up to 220°^' at a current density of
600 amps per square foot (6460 amps per square meter) at a cell
potential of 1.SG^ volts with projections into the near future of
a ce11 operating at 2000 psis 300°F with a current density of
x.500 amps per square foot {I6,200 amps per square meter) but an
increased cell potential of 2.02 volts.
The thermal efficiency of the present technology Life
Systems cell zs
't^  r I.5I0 x Z00 ^ $2%
1.84
and the thermodgnamic reversible cell potential is
$	 _ ^..2b1 volts
rev
The variation in cell potential with current density for the Life
Systems cell is shown in Fig. 1.
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^^^ r. GE[VEiZAL ELECTRIC
'In contrast to the previous cells i ,+ach of wizzch
ases a potassium hydre;xide solution as the el^c.tralyte a
 the
electrolysis cell developed by GE uses a.salid plastic sheet^vf
perfluorinated sulfonic acid polymer as the electrolyte. This
is coated on one side with a Chia Layer of 'platinum black to fore
the cathode and a similar thin Layer of proprietary alloy catalyst
i.s used for the anode, This system has been described in some.
recent gapers by Titterington and others (ref. 1.8 and 19).
The advantages claimed for this systez^ are, operation
at high pressure (up to 300fl psi), and high current density (;renter
than 2000 amps per square foot), and the elimination rf corrosive
electrolyte wi^ich could carryover into downstream equipment, At a
current density of 1000 amps per square foot (10800 amps per square
meter) and a temperature of l80°F, the GE cell has a required Dell
potent^.al of 1.85 volts. The thermal efficiency is then
•/ ^ l r 
G
J ^
C
^	 X I00 = 81 ^a
4	 1 s OJ
and the thermodynamic reversible cell potential is
E	 ^ 1.17b volts
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The variation of cell potential with current density for the GE solid
polymer electrolyte cell at I80°F is shown in Fig. 1.
The capital cast of the GE solid polymer electrolyte
cell is currently rather high due to the high cost of the solid
polymer electrolyte itself as well as the previous metals used for
the electrodes. GE is conducting research to locacr these casts by
develogins a thi.nnor electrolyte or an alternative solid to be used
as the electrolyte. GE is also attempt^.ng to increase the cell.
efficiency through an increase in^the operating temperature. The
grgblem he^e is one of preventing cell degradation at the eleti=aced
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^emgeratures.	 By 1 g^5, GE expects to increase ce ll aperatyreg
temperature from bhp current 220°F up to.3gq°F^
_
^
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^. Another facrrsr to be.cdnsidered in. cost comparisons ',
-	 _	 1
`^	 ; is `the operating pressure.	 The GE electrolysis cell i,s capable of sk'
.:.1
	
.	 .	 F
..	 ^: operati:'ng: at^' pressures t^g..^o "..3000.. psi t^ereby elima:natng the need
^,
^	 -
far a•'campressor when hydrogen: is required at pressures, up ^o this
{	 .^
^	 °r	 ^-
value.	 ^n the - ^ather handy this reduction xn capita? cost is.niot
^`',.
^
^.{ accbmganied by a corresponding decrease in operating costs.	 Un1^.ke ^	 ^	 '^
^,..
"^`	 _;	 . =a^;` t}.ae^ ofi.her:`electx^olys^s cel:^.sl the GE un^:t shoes . no. increase ^.n f
^! eff3c^:ency^ as the • pressure is increased:.	 In fact^.'^rhe:: cel^.:'voltage
increases `with rising . pressure ciue . : no . the :power. re .4uired:, far,_ coin-
;.
`
^:.
. 	^ s^! pressing the hydrogen.
^I^ ^:.	 ST,'I^gf^RY A,'VD C.C^iPA:^I50^T OF ELECiROi^YS^S GEL^;S _t,.
The effici^:ncy of the various electrolysis cells.:i.s^
'shown; in Fig e 1 in the form: of a. gragti of the dependence of ee1Z ,
,.	 r pote^tta3. on- current density.	 typical cl.esign conditions and: capra^.
.. Costs are sumtnariz•ed< in- Table 1....: The; capital costs regresen^ . .anly ,;
approximate f^.gures.	 Accurate comparisons can only be made by a
establishing design criteria and re que s ting.hids from manufacture rs.
,^
Sach.i.tems as degree of utilizations efficiency desiredl a.nd
` hydrogen pressure required will affect these costs.
.;
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Tile efficiency values shown in Fig. J. and in 'fatrle Z
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also deserve camment,	 As pointed ouL bar Lung% (ref., I.l) J the cell
^^
'=
,potential c:chih.its some.. fluctuation . ^ 3%} .and; accprci.ng. to.. Norsk: -	 :'
Hydro {ref.. 13), there is a net xncreasa in, this quantity with. time: _	 ,y:
of about l or 2% per year.	 Some of the manufac^urers.quote,cell:
-.	 ..	 -...
potential vaJ.ucs sfter one year of apera.tian, but th^:s is not true. .^ `
xar all anti cons e`quentlyf there is some degree of^ uficerte^.nty ".pre- l.::
sent r.hrGn niaKfng cell voltage comparisons..
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IV MODELING OF ELE^:TROLYSIS CELL EFFICIENCY
The difference t^etween the actual cell voltage and the
revers3.ble cell potent^.al is due, to three factors: 	 ^
a} chemical polarization a t the electrodes,
b) concentration polar^.zation in the electrolyte; and
c) ohmic losses in the electrolyte and across the
membrane.
Each of these terms will be explored in some depth.
l.V A, CHEMICAL POLARIZATION
Chemical polarization results from charge transfer inhibi-
S`.^,Ciil a „` iilG CLC4trl7de and is uatcrmined by the Catalytic &C'^iVity Gf
the electrodes and the surface roughness. According to Eisenberg
(ref. ^), chemical polarization uan be zepresented as
dEchem — (RT/ oc n ^ } ^n { ^'/(^^ ) 	 (22)
where	 ^C ^ transfer coefficient
^^ ^ exchange current density
and	 ^ =Current density
The exchange current density is t:elated to the height of the activation
energy barriex,
	 Q F^
c
•	 ^rhere k is a constant which incorporates Avogadro's numbex, the Holtzman
and Flancic constants, Ghe Faraday equivalent anti tl^e electrolyte concen-
tration.
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equation {22) can be written in the more customary Tafel form
^ Bchem ^ a + b In
	
(24)
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in which the Ta£ei constants "a" and "b" depend on temperature.
	
1	 .
	_!	 According to equation (24), the variation in cell potential with
temperature, d (Q E	 )/dT, is dependent .than electrolyte cancen-
chem
	
a	 tration and current density.
	
^	 An electrolysis cell gives rise to two chemical polar-
	
:	 ization terms ? one each at the anode and cathode. These are referred
to as the oxygen and hydrogen overvoltage respectively:
(^ E02 = X02 + b02 In
	
^ Bli2 - ^ii2 } bH2 In ^	 ^2.,^
^e values of the Tafel constants appearing in equation (25) have been
reported by a number of investigators (ref. 20 to 23) with somewhat in-
conclusive results. The Tafe1 slope for hydrogen, bh2 , is fairly well
known at 25° C, and the constants for oxygen are greater than those for
hydrogen. 7'he influence of electrode material, electrolyte concentration
and temperature on the Tafel constants is not very well known at this time
although it is reported that commercial manufacturers have considerably
more proprietary information than what has been reported in the liter-
ature.
Based ott information available at the present time ' the fallowing values
have been chosen as representative 	 .
	
^ 
B02 •6 + .055 1n ^	 (26)
^ ^i2 = , 3 + .045 In
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at 25°C for modern electrolysis cells with ^ in amperes per square
centimeter. 'the effect of temperature on cell performance has been
reported (ref. 23} as follows
fl^ - Hi = d t 1a, E)/dT = -44033 V/°C
H^ - Fe ^ d ( ,L1 E) dT ^ - .fl025 V/° C
at room temperature over a range of current density up to 2000 amperes
per square meter,
Combining this data with equations (221, (23), (2^r} and (26}^ gives a
total chemical polarization foss as
^^ s. aH^zc l.flss^s
T.he Ohmic loss ire an electrolysis cell is the sum of the
iR terms due to anoly*e, membrane and catholyte resistances. The
conductivity of KOF^ and HaOH solutions exhibit maxima when plotted
versus concentration at constant temperature ) and consequently, the
electrolyte concentration is often chosen to be at this value so as
to minimize the ohmic lass. for KflH solutions at 2S°C, khe maximum
conductivity occurs at 20% KOH, increasing to 35% KOH at 80°C. In
cell designs where the gases produced bubble up through (ar with)
the electrolyte, the bubbles contribute to the ohmic loss. Tn
addition, vapor bubbles (HZO} will also be produced further increas-
ing the ohmic resistance, The volume rate of bubbles produced will
depend upon pressure, temperature ' electrolyte concentration and
current density, and these factors together with electrolyte conduc-
tivitys membrane resistance and cell design considerations determine
the ohmic loss in the electrolysis cell.
'l
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^n order to determine the contributirr.s o^ the above .
	
i	 factors to the ohmic Loss of an electrolysis cells co^^sider ehe model
	
^	 .
	
`
i	 used by Pu^tk and Thorpe (ref • 24}i
	
.. 
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the cell consists of electrodes of width W and height ri
separated by chambers for adolyte and catholyte flow with an internal
membrane. Electrolyte enters the ce1T. with an initial velocity V lp in
	
^ •
.._f	 the cathode chamber and velocity V2^ in the anode chamber. By the
	
^	 staichiometry of the electrolysis reactions twice as much hydrogen
as oxygen is produced on a molal basis. Assuming ideal gas behavior
this 2:1 ratio is true on a volume basis as well. If the bubble
	
I	 velocities for ^ 2 and H2 are the same and if V1^ = VZQ^ placing Che
	
i	 membrane such that ^^ = 2,,^2 then gives the same gas liquid ratio
	
^	 f
	f	 .in both chambers. The bubble volume ) however also includes the
vo7.ume of wafer vapor generated but since the partial pressure of
H^0 and the total gas pressure is the same on both sides of the
membrane {assuming the gases are saturated with water vapor at the
cell operating conditions}^ this 2:i ratio is unaffected. Under the
	
:`	 above assumptions the resistivity of the electrolyte - gas mixture
will be the same in both chambers.
The ohmic loss in the cell may new be written as
A►E ohmic = ^ Rc	 {28)
r
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where the effective cell resistance Rc is given by
2	 •
i^^.
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^;
where R =membrane resistance s ohm-cm^'
m
membrane resistivity {ohm-cm) ^ thickness (cm)
rf ^ electrolyte resistivity (ohm^cm)
0C =volume fraction of bubbles in the cell
^^o(^ ^ multiplier to obtain gas-liquid mixture res^,stance
Subscripts: l for cathdlyte chamber s 2 for anolyte chamber
Equation (29) contains in addition to the aforementioned assumptions9
the additional stipulation that the bubble boundary layer is formed
quickly and fills up the entire chamber, Funk and Thorpe found this
to be the case in their experimental investigation. Tobias (ref. 2S)
suggests calculating the resistance multiplier f( ^ ) as
.
S. a
(l -°r)
U
whereas Mashove
ry
t
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'
' empirical equation {ref. 2b) fits data in the range
t	 4 ^ ^ ^
	 a f'^Y:
f ( °^ ) =	 l	 (31)
`	 Z - 1a78^C+ aC^
The value aE oC will obviously vary in the direction of electrolyte
flows being zero at the cell inlE^t and increasing monotonically until
_	
the cel? exit is reached. The value of ^'^ at the cell exit may be
G2i^'^
,^	 ^
'	 ^(i	 -
i
^	 calculated by no tin that the crate at which gas leaves the cell is 	 ^	 -
^ 	
g	
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equal to the rate wt which it is generated. Consequently, 	 ^
^	 `'
i
of e ^ ^^
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where q( is the volume fraction of bubbles in the electrolyte leaving	 ;	 ^^;;
^	 e
^	 the cell J and Q' is the slip ratios defined as (gas velocity/liquid
velocity). The value vC a must be corrected in order to include the 	 ^	 '':
r
vapor in the bubbles.	 -
e
Assuming Ghat the gas ^,s saturated with vapor and letting p^ represent
the vapor pressure of the solution at the cell operating temperature
the modified equation for the volume fraction of bubbles in the exiting
electrolyte becam+'s 	.
	
_	 ,q ^ '^ -r
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Equation {32) holds for both the anolyte and catholyte chambers and
';1
in fact, with the previously stated assumptivns^ yields the same 	 3
'	 value for each if the slip ratio is the same in each chamber. This 	 -
is easily seen since h = 2 for the cathode chamber and ^'1= 4 for the 	 .,.^
anolyte chamber and ^l ^ 2 ^2,
	
all other values being the	 ;^,'
same in the twv chambers. In terms of volumetric electrolyte flacu 	 '-^
rate per unit area of electrnde surfaceg 9D	 s^W ^ru/Ay equation {32}	 ,	 _
becomes	 '
,^.^ i
°^ e ^	 ^	 (33)
The value of the void fraction to be placed into equation {31) must 	 '
be some average aver the electrode surface. For this one-dimensional
problems
 a simple arithmetic average gives
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A better average is not easily a^;tained. The problem is that the
current density varies in the flow directions not the voltage. The
bubble generation rate is^^tinerefore, not uniform aver the surface
and the makeup of the voltage across the cell will vary with position,
At the bottom (electrolyte inlet to the cell) the bubble resistance
is low. As bubbles are formed the ohmic loss increases and the
.	 current density iecreasesy thereby also affecting the chemical polar-
ization contribution.
The resistivity of the electrolyte solution, Y^ ^ is
obtained from equivalent conductivity (,-^, } data as
r^ ^ •loon
N .^.
in which N is the normality of the solution. The quantity ^^ is
a function of N as well as temperature. Hato from Perry (ref. 27} at
$8°C are corrected for temperature variations usinL^
^g ^
	
	
^f 1$°C	 (36}
1^-m(t-18)
where t ^ temperatures °C
m ^ temperature coefficient, .02 - .025 for bases.
e
	 ;^
Risk and Othmer (ref. 28) suggest a value of .022 for m except far strong
	 s^
bases (such as KOH)^ but this value correlates well the data for 28% KpH
(ref . 2S) .
The final term in equation (Z9), the ohmic resistance of the membrane
depends on the membrane construction. Modern electrolysis cells use 	 ,^^
^j`..
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an asbestos membrane which may be similar to ttte fuel cell. asbestos
studied by TR47 (ref. 30) fear which they report values as follows:
Rm = .24 ohm-cm2 for 20 mil thickness
.36 ohm-cm2 for 6O mil thickness
D. Solt3.s (of Lewis) reports a value of ,2D ohm-cm2 for 10 m^.X asbestos in
3.4NKOH.
^n summary ' the ohmic loss in a water electrolysis cell may
• be calculated if the following quantities are known: the electrolyte
i.
concentrations pressure s temperatures electrolyte flow rate per unit
electrode area, cell widths •gas bubble slip ratio in the anolyte and
catholyte chambers current d_nsity and membrane resistance. The
•
	
	
temperature and electrolyte concentration together determine the vapor
pressure ui the aolutian which has been correlated (ref. 3l) for temp-
.	 ^	 eratures less than 25°C as	 ,
pso
= 1 - .OSSN
p o
w
where pso ^ vapor pressure of the electrolyte solutions and
pwo = vapor pressure of water at the same temperature.
Data at higher temperatures {ref. 32) are also well correlated by this
expression. Vapor pressure data for water may be obtained from standard
sources.
^ C CONCE?'+TRATION POLARIZATION
Conc^^ntratioit polarization results from concentration gradiectCs
32
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which exist in the €.eighbarhaod of the electrode and is smalY iur a
cell with circulating electrolyte. This contribution to tree cell
voltage is usually either ignored or lumped with the chemicGl polar-
ization terms. Since this term arises due to a resistance to mass
t^ansfer^ anything that tends to reduce mass transfer resistance
will reduce the effect of this term. Thus: concentration polarization
may be reduced in any of the following ways:
_. ^..
^.
the
the
the
i; 'i
the
the
I} increasing
2) increasing
3} increasing
transports+
4} decreasing
5} decreasing
temperature
electrolyte flow rate
concentration of the species being
.e.^ use greater strength KOH solutions
spacing between electrodes
current density
ATo data have been found in this area. Eisenberg (ref. 22) states that
^ Econc n ^. In	 ^.^	 (38)
^,q
where ^'^ is the limiting current density a complex functio ►i of solution
properties and hydrodynamic factors. For fully developed Poiseuille flea,
Linton and Sherwood (rn_f. 33) give
$	 .^
	
amp! Cr^.^^	 ^3^^
where Co = ionic concentration, g molesfcm3
^^ = electrolyte velocity, cm^sec
=thickness of electrolyte ' cm
b =diffusion coefficient, cm2fsec
IC =electrode Lc^gth ^ em ,
4	 ^^
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^.'he diffusion coefficient is given by xbl (ref. 34) as
	
f	 D = RT Jt»
	
r	 ^ ^2
%there ,.^„ is the equivalent conductivity of the solution.
„^.^-^ The temperature dependence of ^/''^ can be obtained by combining equa-
tions {35) and {36). Equations {3$} through (40) may now be combined
to estimate the concentration polarization. Rote that Va^ /ll in
.	 equation {39) is the electrolyte flow rate per unit electrode area
^ is equation (33},
The above calculations da not account for the presence of gas
bubbles which hinder the diffusion of chemical species. This hindrance
may be esti:::ated b;* ass+iming that the active electrode area is reduced
in proportion to the bubble fraction. The net result af^ this argument
is to introduce a factor (1 --4() into the right hand paLtian of eq. (3g}.
^V ^ CELL VOLTAGE SLTi^f^"€ARY
The actual cell voltage may now be evaluated as
^ ^ Erev ^ ^'Echem ^ ®Ecorse + ^ Eohmic	 {^l)
The reversible cell potential) Erev' is given by eq. (i?'); the chemical
polarization term, ®Echem' is shown in eq. {27). Ohmic Ions is
obtained by a complex analysis leading eventually to eq. (28); con-
centration polarization is given by eq. {38).
The effects of operating variables and cell design on the
actual cell voltage may now be stated in a qualitative way. Operating
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temperature affects all the ternis in eq. (4:.). An increase a.n temQ-
e7Cature decreases all but the last term in eq. {41). The ohmic lass
depends on temperature through the void fraction ^ and the resis-
tivity rf. The negative effect of increasing void £racoon due to
increased temperature can be of £set by operating at higher pressure
ands possibly ) with a higher strength KOH electrolyte solution to
mina.mize vaporization. In any events it would appear that operation
st the maximum allowable temperature is des^.rable. Of courses there
are also energy losses associated with cooling the gaseous products
'hut the magnitude of these lasses may be minimized by suitable heat
recavery systems. 	 '
.
As mentioned above increasing the pressure has at least one
positive impact for electrolysis cells; that is^ it reduces the volume
of the gas bubbles Produced and also reduces vdporization of the solution
which adds to the total gas flaw for the system. There is^ hocaever^ a
beneficial aspect of vaporizing the water in solution. Namely 9 this
vaporization process tends to maintain the cell operating temperature
without the use of high electrolyte circulation rates which can result
in the need for an appreciable amount of pumping power. In addition
to the above ? increasing the pressure increases the reversible cell
potential and has an unknown effect an the chemical polarization and
concentration polarization terms.
The main effect of changing the concentration of the KqH
	
e;
electrolyte is on the ohmic loss in the cell. The resistivity of the
E`	 solution passes through a minimum as KOH concentration is increased
thereby suggesting a concentration level far cell operation s although
k_ -	 the effect of KOH concentration on the concentration polarization has
r`	 ^Sromgted consideration of the use of somewhat highez concentxatior^s
^;`	 than those indicated by conductivity arguments (ref. 35). In addition
r c:
9
to these effects there is the aforementioned effect of ICdH concentration
on vaporization of water from the electrolyte solution and the increase
3n EreV associated ^::ith increasing K4I^ concentration as 'dictated by
thermodynamics acid the Nernst egaxation.
An increase in current density will not affect Erev but will
increase each of the Ivss terms shown in e:q. (4i). The tradeoff bew
...-'
tcaeen operating efficiency a^:d capital cost that xesults from this
has alrea:iy been discussed.
Electrolyte velocity plays a role in the determination of
'	 the ohmic resistance of the cell and also the concentration polarization.
Tt►creasing the velocity reduces the void fraction due to bubbles ? helps
to maintain a more uniform temperature profile and increases the limiting
current of the cell; consequentiy^ bath	
^ Ecanc and ^ Eohmic are
reduced. Selection of the optimum velocity is then a tradeoff bet^leen
the above cell efficiency cansideratians and the power required for
electrolyte circulation.
Electrode design is a veto important factor i;n the performance
of a water electrolysis cell. Such items as construction matexiali
surface preparation s ele.crade spacing and cell dimensions play a major
role in the determication of polarization and ohmic losses in the cell.
Electrode material significantly influences the Tafel constants for
chemical polarization, particularly the "a" values. The choice of
nickel and nickel-glated steel for the anode is made based an con-
sideration of these Tafel constants vs. availability and cost. ^^otic
materials such as platinum can reduce these losses somewhat but not
economically for large scale usage. far special situations other
factors could make the use of these materials desirable.
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Treating the electrode surface sa as to provide a greater
effective area also reduces chemical pa^.arization losses. This can
i
be done by using porous electrodes (ref. ll}, "dimpling" or activating
1
the electrode surface (ref. ^.3} ar by employing finned electrodes
k
{ref. 16) or electrode strips {ref. 36). ^n any event, the increased area
acts to reduce the effective
- current density at the surface, thereby re-
^	 ducing the chemical polarization lass as given by the Tafel equation.I
The effects of electrode spacing and cell size come directly
from the equations presented in the previous sections. equations {38)
and (39} indicate that concentration polarization decreases as the
electrode size increases and the spacing between electrodes decreases.
Starting with widely spaced electrodes decreasing the spacing at
iEirst reduces ohmic .asses due to the shorter distance as seen in
equation (^9}. nL same Ya7int^ hawever^ as the electroda8 ;Gccma
closer, the effect of the gas bubbles becomes important and eventually
dominates causing an increase in the ohmic loss. These effects are
shown in equations {30) and (3?), There is then an optimum electrode
apacfng which will resus',^ in a minimum cell voltage.ihis optimum
spacing may turn out to be Less than can be effected by modern con-
struction techniques (ref. I).
As indicated in the previous sections rapid recirculation
of the electrolyte Laill reduce both ohmic and concentration polarization
losses. The ohmic resistance is decreased due to the sweeping away of
the gas bubbles. This same sweeping effect also reduces the concentration
gradients formed. The savings in ce11 voltage must be balanced against
tote increased pumping power requirement in an overall efficiency aptimi-
zata.on.
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Some of the methods fo^c impr .aving cell. efficiency.:di.scussed
above will result in increased capital cost xequ^ :rements nece5statixig
the establishss3ent of tzadeoffs befween the two. ©ne .obvious area in: 	 ^
Y	 which . this occurs is isx the selecti :oa of `. an op"eratxng" pressure.-,.: A :..	 _	 ; :	 _
-	
,.
h^,gher pressure generally xesults it i^xcreased "cell: _ effici: :ency^ ,but	 ^	 -t:	 ,:
xequixea heavier ands hence more cos -tIy constructwan.^ xtot onl:^ of the
^	 ;:
r
electrolysis madule^ . but. far much off. the aux^:l.iaxy" egsaipmen :t as . iaell.. -
..
There is also the safety aspect of handling hat J:y^ uz^d.er . pressure	 °`
^.
which may dictate the use of more costly' contxol systems, Z"or these,-	 -
_.
reasons) azx economic study should consxdex the-" ezitixe electrolysis..	 ^.,	 -
' plant. Sisn .Iar arguments can- lead eyentuall.y to ..the adoption of a	 -
systems stcsdy program which integrates the -electrolysis plank info
the esavironsnent of its use. iti.nimusn cost of . hy^I^ogen produced: inay
not be des^,rableJ for exasnpie J when bhe .hydrogaz is being - . used as an
energy storage medium fax a large electrical power generating.^a.cili^y,.
l:n such cases, electrolysis cell ex"sieiency shay ire an ^avarzxdzng s"aczar
isa producing electricity at tote lowest passibie price.. Such considers-
tions^ however are beyond the scope a^'this.repaxt..
Tn suss►trsary^ equatiosxs in the preceding sections al^.aw the
calculation of electrolysis cell voltage s which is inversely gropor-.
tional to the cell. efficiency when the following quantities axe known:
Operating tempera-tore 	 ,
^	 '	 "
Ce7.l pressure
Current density
Electrolyte (KOH} concentration
Tafei constants oxygen and hydrogen sides ;'
	
-:	 ,
Electrode- ta-membrane spacings	 .^
Membrane resistance
El.ectrade size (heighC or diameter}
Electrolyte f3.aw rate per unit area of electrode	 ;
y,.
From the above lists se^^reral quantities may be optimizeds whereas
selection of same others is governed by considerations not related
to cell efficiency. The choice of an operating temperatures fox
examples cannot be made based on ceii voltage since the latter is
a monotonic function of temperature. Qperation at the highest
temperature which still allows the maintenance of cell integrity
is then :.ndicated. There aces of courses tradeoffs in all consid-
erations and cell efficiency is just one consideration in electrolysis
cell design.
gV. E. Model Verification
The algorithm presented in the preceding sections has been
assembled as a computer simulation model for electrolysis cell poten-
tial. This model was tested against both commercial and research
cell data. Figure 3 shows the variation in cell potential with current
density for three manufacturers along with predictions obtained using
the model. Although there are differences in slopes and intercepts
between the commercial data and the model predictions the model does
show clearly the superior^.ty of the Teledyne design.
^
	
	 The model also correctly indicates the effects of pressure and temps
temperature on electrolysis cell potential as reported by investigators
at Qklahoma State iJniversity (ref. 37). The values shown in Figs-es
4 and 5 are in rather good agreement with the OSLi data except at law
temperatures.
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the differences between the data and the values predicted using
the computer simulation model shown in Figures 3 i 4 and 5 is mast
probably largely due to the lack of information concerning electrolyte
flea rate„ The cell potential is rather sensitive to variations in
this parameter whose value is not reported by either commercial manu-
facturers or academic researchers. In order to apply the simulation
model, a simple equation raas developed based on some of the cell
potential data reported by investigators at Oklahoma State University;
V ^ .07 (4-.003T) {.003 -^ ?) ^ l•6	 {42)
P
^.n which V is the electrolyte flaw Xate per unit electrode area, whose
value is required in equation (33). Since the simulation model uses
this empirical relation s it can-be expected to give the greatest
agreement with data from which the equation was assembled. This is
3.ndeed the case. The best agreement occurs for the high temperature
OSZT data wl; ►ich was used to obtain equation (42). Tt is to be noted,
haaever9
 that tl:e agreement with commercial ce1.1 data shoran in Figure 3
is rather good when one considers that equation (42) coos used in ob-
taining the model predictions and this equation was developed inde-
pendent of the commercial cell data.
The simulation model was used to describe the effects of variations
in pressure ) temperature, current density and electrolyte concentration
on the cell potential and its various components. For this purpose,
a base ease was selected and variations about this base case were
examined. The base case operating parameters chosen were as follows:
temperature:	 3^5°K
pressure;	 3^9 arm
current density;	 Oe6 amps/cm2
electrolyte.	 6 N KOH
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The effect of pressure on cell potential is shown in Figure 6.
As the pressure is increased, the reversible call potential increases
due to the work of campression of the genera tad gases. an the other
	 -
hand, the ohmic resistance drops due to a reduction i.n the volume of
these gases. For the design shown in Figure 6, this results in a
decrease in the electrolysis cell potential over the range shown=	''
although in principles an optimum pressure wriZl be attained beyond which	
r
the increase in the reversible ce11 potential overshadows the re-
duction in the ohmic loss.
j`.' The corresponding picture for current density is shown in
'' Figure 7.	 For lacy current densities ' the major cause of inefficiency
_-;
^,,, is seen to be due to chemical galarizatian at the electrodes. 	 As the
'_^<^
{	 ' current density is increased a the ohmic loss becomes increasingly_
'^^
'	 ^:'
isngertz.^.t.
^:;.,.
^:..;^`'`
`'-f The effect of temperature on ce11 performance is Shawn in
Figure 8.	 initially, increasing " the temperature results in a decrease
^^`^ 3,n cell ootential due mainly to a reduction in chemical polarization.
Eventually	 a point is reached where the ohmic loss begins to increase.
This is due to vaporization of the electrolyte solution itself as shoran 	 -
- by the sharp increase noticed fls the boiling point of the solution is
approached.
Figure 9 shows the effect of electrolyte concentration on the ohmic
"- resistance of the solution.	 The minimum cell potential occurs almost
m",Y:.'-
:^.::
exactly at the point of maximum conductivity.
V.	 Electrolysis Cell F3ynamies
^:':,.	
" Electralyxers have been sugsested for the storage of energy derive d
' from either off-paak power, wind ar solar energy through conversion into
t '^=`3„'. hydrogen.	 In such app].ications^ the voltage supplied to the electroiyzer
<:_'' can be expected to vary over a rather wide range. 	 Ilepending upon the
' 
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time scale of the voltage variations the electrolyzer dynamics may
be important 9 and in fact a favorable dynamic situation could be
exploited through the ^xse of an intentionally-varying voltage input,
This has led to. suggestion of a pz:lsed mode of operation for elec-
trolyzers.
'	 ^t is not clear that intentional cyclic operation (e.g. s pulsed
operation} will improve the operating characteristics of an electrolyzer.
Alternate periods in which voltage is applied and removed may in fact
have a detrimental effect on the system in that it may cause control
problems for the gas removal system. The possibiliL'y of causing a
decrease in gas purity also exists. For these reasons Norsk (ref. l3)
advises maintaining a base load equal to 25/v of rated capacity at all
times and going above this up to rated capacity or more when power is
available.
^n pulsed electrolysis (i.e,^ on-off operation), bubbles of gas
produced during the "an" period have the opportunity to leave the
system during the "off" portion of the cycle, The benefit achieved
through the use of this pulsed electrical input lies then in the re-
duced resistance, and consequently increased efficiency, during the
"	 -' d	 It .^ th	 d t'	 b bbl	 1	 A aoa pet^o as a resu	 o	 e re uc ^.an ^.n u e vo ume.	 s
limiting case s the electrolysis cell model described earlier can be 	 ^,.
executed assuring zero bubble volume. This would give the best im-
provement in performance that could be expected. The net reduction 	 `.
i.n cell potential is shaven parametrically in Figure 10 for a particular
cell design with operating parameters as listed. If the current density
for the pulsed cell is the same as Chat for the normally operating celi^
a reduction in cell potential of .2-.3 •colts can be achieved. This is a 	 ,`^
sizeable reduction but the comparison can be somewhat misleading. If
	 ^
the pulsed unit is the same size a5 the normally operating unity then
the pulsed cell will produce less hydrogen beeau^^e it only operates F'
''`.`^
during a part of the cycle. 	 ^`^:,
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The two modes of operation u^ay also be compared under candztions
cr-
of equal hydrogen production rate. Since the pulsed electrolyzer only 	 ^^^
operates for a fraction of the time r ^.t must operate at a higher	 ^^^
current density during that time in order to canpensate for the	 _	 ,^`,;;
renaming time. Let B represent the fraction of the cycle for pulsed
operation during which the electrolyzer is operating. Then if ¢l is 	 ^ f-^^
the current density for normal operation and ¢2 the current density
#or the pulsed made equal hydrogen production rates are obtained when
'	 B ^^ = ^^.
or	 (^3)
^^ = ^^.
	
^	 ;;
The higher current density during pulsed operation will result in a
decrease in cell efficiency. [,Then this effect is combined with the
improvement in efficiency as a result of removal of the gas bubbles,
it is not clear w'r ►ether or not pulsed operation is desirable.
Suppose that the pulsed electrolyzer operates with equal time
	 .
intervals far "on" and "off" sa that B = If2. Then equation (/{3)
indicates that ^^ = 2 ^ l . Defining voltage reduction once again as
E pulsed - E normal, gives the voltage reduction curve labeled "equal
hydrogen production rates" in Figure i0. In this case, the abscissa
$s 
^1^ the current density for the normally-operating cell and the
^_
value of ^1 influences the choice between pulsed mode or normal operation.
^- -i
For the particular case shown, pulsed operation is desirable if ^1 is
Toss than d.5 amps /cm2 but is undesirable if ^l is greater than 0.5.	 °^+
''
The dynamics of electrolysis cells should not be dzsmissed based
	 :'°^
c7n the preceding analysis. That is, the electrical energy source far
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an electralyzer may be generated by a varying power source such as
i
photovoltaic or wind en=^<.^y. Under such circumstances= the electrolyzer
may be operated d^,rectly with this varying input, or ie may be operated	 _
at a constant input through the use of a conventional power source when
needed Co supplement the primary energy input. Figure 10 indicates
that this choice ^.s controlled by electrolysis cell dynamics together 	 _r^''
with the dynamics of the energy source. 	 `'
``.
r	 ;?
VI Summary and Conclusions
The analysis presented in this paper has led to a simple mathematical
description of electrolyzes performance. This model 3.,, not claimed to
be universally agglicable and accurate - theta are too ma:^y assumptions
and unknown gasometers for that to be true. However, the model does
give a good representation of the effects of pressure, temperature and
currer.c densit;* as a.s seon in Fs.gures 3, 4 and 5, and phis 3.n. turn
endows the model with at least some credibility. As a next step, the
model could be integrated into a multiparameter, optimization routine
which would find the best designs and agerating conditions subject to
constraints such as temperature and pressure maxima,
Fiore importantly, the model indicates the relative magnitudes of
each of the lasses involved in electrolysis cell operation. Tor example,
it was found that concentration polarization effects were negligible
and for this reason, Chis term does not aggear in Figures 6, 7, $ and 9.
^n addition, the model helps to create a better understanding of these 	
;Fr
3osses, and is used Ca predict the possible advantage of operating an
electrolysis cell with a pulsed electrical input.
$ased on the gresent study, it appears that further research is
needed to establish a more thorough understanding of the overvoltages
in an electrolysis cell. This research should combine theoretical as-
pects with e^tperimenta^l information. At the same time ? research into
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^
navel approaches to electrvlyzer design and/vr operation should be
`^ encouraged.	 Such research might include use of a pulsed electrical
,^ input ar use of sunlight to reduce the voltage requa- rement of the cell
^^1
r	 ^:= through activ^:tivn of the electrodes.	 Finally1 a better understanding
F	 :^	
.
^: of cel3. dynamics is required in order to assess the feasibility of
^.y
.	
coupling an eleatrvlysis cell tv an unsteady pocaer source.
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The Com uter Simulation P4ode1
This program calculates the cell potential for an electrolysis cell of
a given design with stated operating parameters. The design variables
and operating parameters are the following:
pressure — P s atm
temperature = T, °K
current density — PHIs amps/em2
electralyte {KOH) concentration = CONC, weight fraction, weight
percent ar normality
sl_p ratio ^ SRA M 5RC - ratio of bubble velocity to electrolyte
velocity for anode and cathode chambers respectively
flow rate ratio = 1dR, ratio of electrolyte flow rate in cathode
chember to that i.n anode chamber
cell width ratio W LR, ratio of width of cathode chamber to that
of anode chamber
electrolyte flow rate = W, cc's per second per square centimeter
of electrode area
cc^
,.^
r
cell width = L, cm
cell height ^ H, cm
membrane resistance — RM, ohm^cm2 , = membrane resistivity (ohm-cm)
thickness (cm)
Since in a given analysis some of these parameters may be unknown, the
program uses Namelist input with a default option. Tn this type of in-
put, the variables are assigned to a Namelist. For this program s the
assignments are as follows:
Namelist/OPVAR/PH^s P, Ts CONC
Namelist/RATia/SRA s 5RC, WR, LR
Namelist/CEL^'^/W s L, H, RM
^9
The data stack is composed of 3n^-1 cards in which » is the number
of sets of data to be run as specified on the first data card using
an Z2 format. For each data set, there is one data card for each
Namelist parameter list. These cards are typed with a "$" in column
two followed immediately by the Namelist Name {QPVAR ? DELL, ar 1tATI0).
'The data is then listed in equation assignment form {e.g., p 	 5,
^ = 400) with separating commas. Not all of the data need be specified.
Those items not specified will remain at the values used in the previous
data set. For the first data set, the default values are as follows:
P = 1, T = 350, LONG = 6^ l'HI = 0.2
SRA ^ SRO = 1, tdR = LR = 2
L = 0.3, H = 100, RM = 0.1
If ld is not included in the specification of the first data set, it is
calculated using equation {42) {V = Ld) . if it is desiz^ed to use this
equation for subsequent data sets a negative value must be assigned to W
in the CELL Namelist. 'The program listing followed by a sample data set
and the corresponding output completes this Appendix.
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CCMMO ►! / 4A/ Al ^.2!
COM^aO+'! /33/ 3^E)
^^A'! I,+II1 N
7'J :C I.1^N
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V ^
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"^^J'' u ^ 9 T4
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Subroutine to Calau]:^te Ceu PateaCa].
u''^^CItT*I^E PTNTL
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